USING EPIPOLAR GEOMETRY APPLYING THE BIT- PLANE ON IMAGES USING MAT LAB
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Abstract- In this paper we show some results on Epipolar Geometry applying on various images using MATLAB. The Fundamental matrix is give to the depth information on the images we get the critical view of images that can be transfer in to the Grayscale image in to binary image. Matlab is an ideal tool for simulating digital communication system, its gates easy scripting language and excellent data visualization capabilities. Images breaking them up in to their bit-planes images are collecting their pixel values the grey value of each image of an 8- bit image an 8-bit binary word. The binary image will have only given the two values 0 and 1 and hence the image shows best clarity results is fine. The Epipolar geometry is a key point in computer vision and the fundamental matrix estimation, computer vision and the fundamental matrix estimation is the unique way to compute it.
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Introduction

Epipolar geometry estimates the fundamental matrix have been proposed which can be classified into the linear methods and iterative methods. They deal with bad point localization due to noise in image segmentation and robust techniques that eliminate the outliers due to false matching. Epipolar geometry allows us to clarify what information is needed in order to perform the search for corresponding elements only along image lines.

The practical importance of Epipolar geometry is based on the fact that the Epipolar plane intersects each image in a line called Epipolar line. We are applying bit plane on image and those image can be changed his bit point with the best clear results. Gray-scale image can be transformed into a sequence of binary images by breaking them up into their bit-planes. If we consider the grey value of each image pixel on an 8-bit as an 8-bit binary word, then those the images 0th bit plane consists of the last bit of each grey value. Hence the image has least effect (least significant bit plane). The 7th bit plane consists of the first bit in each value; it is called the most significant bit, and the plane consisting of those bits. If we take a gray scale image, we start by making it a matrix of type double, this means we can perform asthmatic on the values. Example:

```
>>c=imread ('xyz.jpg');
>>cd =double(c);
```

We now isolate the bit planes by simply dividing the matrix cd by successive power of 2, throwing away the remainder and seeing if the image bit is 0 or 1. We can apply some mod function on that images and then getting the result of the image with the grey scale.

Comparison of Epipolar lines

Epipolar lines serves as qualitative check of the correctness of our result. Following figures show the method of using Matlab can be comparison to the applying with geometry of the images. The grayscale image will be getting most clarity of picture. We show some example of the quality of the fundamental matrix from the vision of images. The Epipolar lines should be passing exactly
through points corresponding to marked points on the left to right images. Following image is existing original is image. And we are applying bit plane on that image using Matlab. In this paper we have described a new linear method for good estimating Epipolar geometry that has the pleasing stability properties of the Hartley method and yet it is also invariant to equiform transformations of the bit plane images. Furthermore the method can be readily extended to other some images quantities such as homographies.

The Epipolar geometry between two views is essentially the geometry of the intersection of the image planes with the pencil of planes having the baseline as axis (the baseline is the line joining the camera centers). This geometry is usually motivated by considering the search for corresponding points in stereo matching, and we will start from that objective here. Suppose a point $X$ in 3-space is imaged in two views, at $x$ in the first, and $x'$ in the second. What is the relation between the corresponding image points $x$ and $x'$ as shown in figure 8.1 the image points $x$ and $x'$, space point $X$, and camera centers are coplanar. Denote this plane as $\pi$. Clearly, the rays back-projected from $x$ and $x'$ intersect at $X$, and the rays are coplanar, lying. It is this latter property that is of most significance in searching for a correspondence. Supposing now that we know only $x$, we may ask how the corresponding point $X'$ is constrained. The plane $\pi$ is determined by the baseline and the ray defined by $x$. From above we know that the ray corresponding to the (unknown) point $x'$ lies in $\pi$, hence the point $x'$ lies on the line of intersection $l'$ of $\pi$ with the second image plane. This line $l'$ is the image in the second view of the ray back-projected from $x$. In terms of a stereo correspondence algorithm the benefit is that the search for the point corresponding to $x$ need not cover the entire image plane but can be restricted to the line $l'$.

The image shown in fig. 1. is the colorful then the clarity of points matching is poor. And hence we are converting the image into the grayscale image, because matching point’s accuracy is best. We use the fundamental matrix $F$ fits the putative correspondence set $X$. The estimation of the images we are applying rotation and translation. We compute this fit measure using a robust combination of the images which is approximation of the geometric re-projection error. Some are the individual error of the putative correspondence both the inliers and outliers need to be combined into one overall image results as follows.

For the applying bit plane on those images the result are coming extremely clear hence we are converting those images into the grayscale image. The image represents an image as a matrix where every element has a value corresponding to how bright and dark at the corresponding position should be colored. There are...
two ways to represent the number that represent the brightness of the pixel.

Fig. 5 - Applying Bit Plane on original image >> c3 = \text{mod} (\text{floor} \left( \frac{cd}{8} \right), 2);

Fig. 6 - Applying Bit Plane on original image >> c4 = \text{mod} (\text{floor} \left( \frac{cd}{16} \right), 2);

Fig. 7 - Applying Bit Plane on original image >> c5 = \text{mod} (\text{floor} \left( \frac{cd}{32} \right), 2);

Fig. 8 - Applying Bit Plane on original image >> c6 = \text{mod} (\text{floor} \left( \frac{cd}{64} \right), 2);

Fig. 9 - Applying Bit Plane on original image >> c7 = \text{mod} (\text{floor} \left( \frac{cd}{128} \right), 2);

On the left bottom window of fig. 9 we can observe the feature points (crosses) moving from initial towards the bit plane image. We are considering two possible approaches to solve this problem. We would be able to applied directly onto the entities facades assumed to be planner or more complex approaches to solve this problem. For all observation to the applying bit plane on to the images we are get more accuracy for the matching point on to the images. There for exactly matching points are not yet considering we are going to automat matching points on various images.

Conclusion and Future work

The System represented in this paper describes the images reconstruct process. It takes only a pair of aerial photos and described system does not require prior knowledge of the real images is the necessary work to design three dimensional models is substantially reduced. Regarding the future work, our objective is to obtain deep information about extracted from the video streams captured in the bus, vehicles, trains etc. Epipolar geometry principle that uses the main detection matching points on those images.
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